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The major characlcristics of the majority of the criminal acts committed by negligence urc
similar to those of the accidents (c.g. traffic, household , industrial). The chuructcristicsofthe relation
between behaviour and deleterious effec t (the result) arc in many rcspccl d ifferent from the features
oflhe in1en1ional criminal acls. Whilejudgingcausalily nnd establishing human responsibility these
respects should be more lhoroughly considered. Olhcrwisc one is not ab le to punish only lhosc whose
deviant behaviour may will be separated from the others. Our primary task regarding bolh lhc
phenomena and result is lo separate lhecon1ingcnl facts from the imperative ones. This method may
create a ground for a legal prncticc in which an ind ividual should not undertake responsib ility for
those events and consequences which may not be innucnccd by him namely which arc contingent
ractors/conscqucnccs from his po in t or view . This problem will be discussed in Purl I.

The evaluation of the works of natural and sociul scienlisls (first of all mathematicians and
philosophers) makcs it possib le to define exactly and to evaluate in a complex manner two ends
which arc most important also from standpoint of the crime. namely the contingency and the
ncccssily, as well, as the closeness of their relation which may be delennined on different levels, of
probability. This will be discussed in Part II.

Neither the theory nor lhe practice of lhc luw have inlerprcled lhe imporlancc of these
princip les dctcnnincd by lhc science in preventing negligent acts. There arc several clements of
uncertainly which challenge the validity of present practice. The main problem is lhe following: are
really those persons imposed punishment on who really endanger lhe society? This will be discussed
in Part Ill.

I. Negligence and Law

The evaluation of the role of the contingency is one of the main problems to be
solved by the researches dealing with negligent criminal acts. Neither the crimino log
ical, criminal law nor the psychologica l, sociological, pedagogical studies-which take
the research results into considerationca n solve this problem satisfactori ly. The
question is particularly important in ca ses of traffic acc idents, conflict situations or
violences of traffic rules which happen within the sight of the "public".

The results of researches in other areas, of negligence verify, however, that this
problem should be solved in other fields, too. This statement is particularly true to
industrial and "household" accidents which cause more damage to the society than the
different deviant behaviours within the traffic system. This is why in connection with
these problems and taking into consideration the negligence in technical meaning
(namely to concentrate the occurrence of acc idents). I would like to sum up the
different sources of information available and I'll try to define-my own position:
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344 F. Irk

Undoubtedly this problem should be solved first of all within the field of public
traffic system. The different opinions and positions-which are in many cases totally
contradictory-severally encounter each other in this field. According to my
experiences the results if any areclaborated in the field of the traffic violences, too, and
later used in the studies dealing with those negligent behaviours which are more
"hidden" and don't happen within sight of the "public".

In Hungary undoubtedly Laszlo Viski has dealt with this problem from the legal
point of view most thoroughly. In the course of a detailed evaluation of the
international literature he has summed up the most important in his work', as follows:
- The participation in the traffic today has set such requirements for beings,

which are very difficult to comply with. This statement seems lo be verified by the
frequency of accidents according to the so-called Poisson-curve.

Contingency has an important role from the point of view of the occurrence of
the result (the severity of the output). This is inconsistent with criminal theories based
on liability for the results.

The role of contingency may be investigated in other respect, too. The
research data verify that in the case of those who participate in the traffic in a manner
regularly traffic rules only the contingency "decides" when an accident would follow
the series of deviant behaviours.
- Since the number of thosewho infringe the traffic rules is high and the number

of sanctions is low theapplication of the latter depends on amerechance. As a result of
this the sanctions are inefficient.

The occurrence of the result (ranging from a deviant behaviour without any
consequence to a homicide caused out of neglect) does frequently not depend on the
mistake of the person violating the rules but on the behaviour of the other party
participating in the traffic. The occurrence or the omission of the result therefore
depends on a contingent factor from the point of view of the rule-breaker. The main
problem is whether the other party can do or wants (the importance of intention has
been always emphasized by Viski) to do something to prevent the dangerous situation
caused by the mistaking person.

Theories tracing the occurrence of the accidents back to the contingency
(which may be backed either by the results of professional literature or impulsive
public opinion) restrict in a large degree the preventive force of the punishments and
sanctions imposed on traffic criminal acts.

The most serious accidents have been caused mostly by offenders having a
positive personality, according to data available. Other experts hold opposite views
according to which those offenders causing fatal accidents have in certain respect a

' Vsxu, L.:Kolekedsi bunetojog (Traffic criminal law). Budapest, Publishers for Economical and
Legal Sciences, 1974. pp. 20., 130, 31, 39, 206. and 457.

S7xis,F.:(ed). Ko:it baleset. 3 psichologiai tanulminy(Traffic, accident., Threepsychological,
studies) Budapest, Hungarian Publicity, 1971. p. 140.
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'LiszLo, L: Uranbinyaszok (Uranium miners) Budapest, Gondolat Publishers, 1974. pp. 153-

HALMOS, F.: Ill6 alirattal (Wi th proper humbleness) Budapest, Literary Publishers, 1978. p. 29.
154.

different personality than those causing other kinds ofacc idents. This statement may
·. be part icularly applied to offenders causing accidents in repeated manner. The role of
the contingency has been raised, however. in almost every sociographical study and
work dea ling with work and the everyday problems and activities of workers. As an
example it is sufficient to refer to the words of an uranium miner quoted by Lajos
Laszlo in his study to show the chances dec iding the fate ofa human being in everyday
work. "I was trimming a big stone. I almost finished it when a rock the size of a half
table was getting loose over my head. I heard people cry, but I was not able to jump
away and it fell to my back. It should have surely broken my backbone-and it would
have mean the end ofmy life, I think-ifI had had not a lamp-case on my back. It held
off the staggering blow."3 Essentially the similar view is reflec ted in the personal
experiences of Ferenc Halmos: "The stove was already half full with melted salt. This
time it dissolves further by itself. I put on the rest of lump salt and I was going over to
help Feri in order to finish our work as early as possible. This was my luck because we
were far enough from the hearth. We were continuously working. Suddenly I tossed up
my head to beam of light which was followed by a big explosion ... One part of the
liquid salt of 50 kg in weight and of 800 degrees heat is on the ceiling, the rest of it
curdling and splashing about the stove is on the iron closet and on the concrete Hoor."4

On the basis of the above said it should be noted that the role of contingency
within the causal process ofacc idents has not been satisfactorily explained yet. There
are sometimes totally contradictory standpoints on these questions either in the public
opinion or in the professional literature. To explain and clarify the role ofcontingency
within the criminal law is a more and more imperative task for scientific research,
however. In the field of preventing criminal acts has been of technical nature there a
revolutionary new theory and practice beginning to take shape since the last decade. Its
strategy, efficiency and even its survival depends in a large degree on the approach of
the criminal law science to this important question namely how it adapts itself to
changing methods. Considering this a start ing point, the purpose of this study is to
render a help and serve data to some questions not being satisfactori ly solved by using
basic categories efficiently applied within the marxist philosophy for a considerable
long time. From this respect it would be quite reasonable to dea l with some crucial
aspects of negligent crime.

Before dealing with this problem in details I would like to point out some aspects
on a more general level. Our start ing point is the following: the system of legal
regulation in civil societies is in a close connec tion with the rea l demand of society on
the one hand and with the rea l possibility of this demand on the other. The attention
has correctly been drawn up by Gyorgy Lukacs pointing out that "there could not be
an important means ofrealiza tion ofsocial conflicts in the everyday life ofthe people if
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it could not refer continuously to the conviction of the people having been developed
spontaneously in connection with the contents of the same conflicts."

One cannot equalize with the cases mentioned the situation when a lot of people
should face a mass of conflicts. "The real possibility of the legal regulation on the level
of society has been called into existence only by the fact that these conflicts may be
avoided by a lot of people since the individual persons-under the influence of
spontaneous laws-give up to behave in a manner which may mean an obstacle in the
course of the social reproduction system"•. As a direct result of this it should be
pointed out that within those field where it is not possible to avoid certain conflicts the
legal regulation is foredoomed to failure.

As it could be concluded from the foregoing this problem has very practical
consequences within the field of the negligent crimical acts. We should agree with
Andras Szabo who emphasi7.es that the theory of the causality system has not yet been
elaborated withi~ the field of the negligent criminal acts.' The reason of this
according lo the author-is that the violence against the law has separated from the
function of the legal system. The explanation for this could be traced in the survival of
a theory having formally been rejected for a long time but still existing from the point
of view cf its contents. According to this theory there is a direct relation between the
social order and the individual behaviour. The crime as a whole is considered to be the
"relic of the mind of times past". The prohibitions included into the system of legal
regulation have been replaced by the notion socially dangerous behaviour. But with
the majority of offenders committing negligent criminal acts one can do nothing with
the notion of antisocial mental attitude, at least in the traditional sense. 8 At the same
time in the course of a correct evaluation of negligence criminal acts we should not
ignore the important fact that the conditions of thecrime as a whole arecreated by the
society.•

II. The Multidisciplinary Investigation of the Subject

As it could be seen, the objective reality does not always and necessarily coincide
with its reflection in mind (for example a behaviour and its judging from the point of
view of social dangerousness). This is of course a general problem, which manifests
itself not only in the field of the crime.

Gyorgy Lukacs has madeefforts to explain this phenomenon. In connection with
it he pointed out that the subjective consciousness of the direct process corresponds

' LUKACS, GY.: A tarsadalmi let ontolipziijirl HI. kotet (On the onthology ofsocial existence, Volume
II.) Budapest, Magveto Publishers, 1976. p. 455. '

LUxis, GY. op. cit.
' S76, A: Bun6zes, ember, tarsada lom (Crime, human being, socie ty) Ph. D. disse rtation,

Budapest, 1977. p. 46.
• S 7Ao, A. op. ci t. pp. $0- 53.

" Se SzA6, A. op. ci t. p. 63.
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frequently to a "false" consciousness ofthe objective facts ofthe case. He says: "...
false consciousness develops concerning the significance of the process which
happened in the practice." Themain problem is that themind has not reached in every
case to the correct reflection.o

What may the reason be? According to Gyorgy Lukacs the main source offalse
consciousness in the "faith" of course not in its religious-ethical meaning. An
averageman (including all the peoplewho are not experts in this field) simply uses and
employs the different things resting on this "faith" placed in the statements of the
experts and on empirical experiences underlying the reliability ofdifferent things being

, used. 11
I think it is not our purpose to investigate this question in more datails here,

however, the following statements should be emphasized: "... when wedraw, may or
should draw direct practical conclusions from any theoretical statement... the
scientifical arguments are necessarily replaced by the faith. At the same time it is out of
question that the faith has been out ofaccord with knowledge and cognition. It does
not want to prove-this is themain feature offaith-or the real possibility lacks for it

: etc. This activity is practically the same as beliefwhich is brought into contrast with
knowledge from the point of view of logical tenninology."11

It is hard to deny the truthfulness ofsuch a standpoint according to which when
· we fonn an opinion ofan act ofsomebody these aspects should not be ignored. The
presence and importance ofsuch a "faith" can be hardly denied in cases concerning
decisions taken on either the act, or the behaviour of a person, or its reasons or

· conditions. 13
This type of reflection which includes several elements of faith and often

represents false reflection ofthe objective reality has played an important role within
those fields where there is uncertainty in connection with one or more aspects.I It would hardly be a mere chance. Alfred Renyi has pointed out, however, that

~ only superficial reasoners might think that there is no need to make efforts to clear up

I. every problem as thoroughly as possible. 14

The abovementioned mathematician has emphasized. too, that within the mind
the freedom of thinking must not include ignorance of facts. His arguments are as

~ follows: "Ifa standpoint contradicts with itselfand is false from, logical point ofview,

I to follow such view is a mere stupidity. Beside~, ifwe gave up convincing others in

•• LUKACS. Gv.: A: ,.,zt;tikum .,ajtitossaga, I. kotcl (The Particularity of aesthetics, Volume I.)
_. Budapest. Academy Publishers 1965. p. 83.
$. Luxics, GY.: A: es:tetikum sajatossiga, I. kotet. (The Particularity of aesthetics, Volume I. )3A»1.
,,:;;: " Lutics, Gv.: Az ts:1;tikum :rajtitossaga, I. kotcl (The Particularity of aesthetics, Volume I.)
f:·'" p. 105.
~ " Some aspects or this will be revencd later.zk 'RENY, A.: Levlek a valiszinus¢gr6l(Letterson probability) Akademiai Kiad6, Budapest, 1967.p.tJ 51.

:7
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scientifical questions about the truth ofouropinion based on facts and logics, then the
development of science should come to a standstill. Naturally I think only
conviction with the help ofarguments and not ofaggressive or violent suppression
contrary opinions, imprisonment or killing the thought."

This view ofthe well-known scientist ofa science in which a statement may
proved ordisproved by exact measures has similarvalidity within either the natural
the social sciences, according to my point ofview at least. The principles included
these statements should be taken into consideration by the social scientists in a more
detailed manner since here to decide and to prove the problem of truthfulness
falseness-due lo the well-known complexity of transformation of quality into
quantity-is more difficult than within the field of natural sciences.

With the constant view ofthese respects in the followings I would like to define
my own position within the context ofthe two endscontingency and necessitya
their intermediate level, probability. In the references, ofcourse, I could not aim
completeness. My primary task was to confirm my own position elaborated in the last
Part of the study by views ofexperts working in different research fields.

I. On contingency

There are plenty ofdefinitions on contingency. We are first ofall interested
those which
-are in connection with necessity or-as an intermediate level-probability on the
one hand:
emphasize the relativistic relational nature ofcontingency on the other.

According to the view ofJudit Fodor the concurrence of two or more events
should be considered as a contingency when neitherofthem (due to the definability
in an inevitable relation with any other event included in the other series ofevents.
Their concurrence should not be the result of own possibilities hidden in any event
itselfsince it is alien considering both processes involving theseevents. In spite ofthis
concurrence in limited time and space comes into being between the results, a relation
has developed.'An even I is contingent ifits occurrence is not the result ofthe essence
ofany of its relations. The contingency is thus the dominant part of the relation
complex of the event,'°

This dual aspect has been asserted by the definition according to which "the
relation oftwo or more objects or events is contingent when their relation does not
originate in theirdefinability ortheoccurrence oftwo events does not necessarily entail
the development ofa relation between them.""? According to the above opinion there

'» Foo, J: A vlettenr6l (On accidency) Magyar Filozofiai Szcmle (Filozofai Szemlc), 3/1967.
4304 39.

'· Foor, J. op. cit.
+' Foo, J. op. cit.
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s one condition to be met as well: the two events should he in an inevitable relation
due to their definability) with the series of events involving the other event. Thus a

'mutual possibility exists for the occurrenceof the relation between the events involved.
t is characteristic for these cases that "... neither of the events getting in concrete
objective relation implies the necessary development of the given relation."18

Laszlo Harsing has given a more simple definition of contingency. According to
him a phenomenon can be considered to be contingent if it may but also may not take
place under special conditions. 19
' First of all the view of Kunkel is worth to be mentioned among the foreign
researchers, especially therefore as he discusses the contingent event in close relation
with the result. According to him the contingent result is a result towards which many
factors contribute at the same time. These factors may have a role in the occurrence of

:phenomena or they may remain "hidden" behind them subject to a certain degree of
probability. He refers to the concept of Poisson, too, according to whom the
contingency is the totality ofcauses uniting to bring about a given result without the
influence of their abstract probability on the dimension or the exlenl. 20

Hentig has discussed the connections of contingency lo causality. According to
him contingency means the unintentional and not predictableconcurrence of the series
of causes "which stresses the dominance of life (existence) even for the cleverest
individuals."2' The contingency has been called by Hentig as the "stratosphere" of
casuality. It is out of question-he argues-Iha! contingency is determined by
causality, only its perceptibility and "intervention" into its process is impossible for the
time being. We arc not able to realize the series of causes (causality) and make ii
applicable for our own purposes because the different factors arc in the "stale of

, savagery" from the point of view of causality. 22
Hentig cites Plutarchos who said that no Temple for Wisdom, Austerity,

, Persistence and Generosity had been built up in "Rome" whereas very old and highly
respected Temples had been constructed in the honour of Fortune. According to a
notion having been held for a long lime indicating that one part of the people is born
under a lucky star whilst the other part is ham-handed "Pechvogel". He draws the
attention to the fact that theword "contingency" originates from.the falling of the dice
as the word "casus"in Latin language means either a dice or contingency. The Greek
notion of contingency means originally self-evident and refers lo the contrary of the
events created by human bcings.23

'Foo, J. op. cit."° HiSIG, L.: Valors:inusegi kovetkeztetesek (Probability conclusions) Filozofiai Szemle, 6/1965.t , pp. 948-960.
"KUNKEL. E.: Die Unfalln,igung in Strassenverkehr. Verlag TUV Rheinland Gmbh, 1973. p. 31.

:' " HamG, H.: Dus Vtrbrechen I. '"Dynamik undBereichd,sZufall.,· B<rlin, Spring«Verlag, 1961.
;4m»,
i HENTIG, H. op. ct. p. 140.

HNnG. H. op. cit. p. 124.
-=£1 Ario JwridiNJ Arodrmlo, Sri,ntiarvm llunioriror, 16. /984
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With some exaggeration also Hcntig has pointed out the fact that in ou
mechanical world the dominance of contingency has become instinctive. There arill
professions which arc particularly dangerous such as hunters, sailors, airmen, alpin
guides or habitual criminals. Their self-maintenance has been determined b
anticipation and carefulness only in a small extent. Since they are living mostly on Jue
they are superstitious.'We should quoteDarrow who wrote the following on his ow
long and stormy career: contingency is a large element of life. Two people play a gam
for a given amount. Onewins everything theother looses everything. In an accident th
one dies the other remains alive. Two people are attacked by the same pathogen. Th
same quantity kills one of them while the other gels well again. 25

On the basis of the last quotations there is Jillie doubt that the statements and
opinions dealing with the probability of the occurrence of traffic accidents referred·
the Introductory Part of this study can hardly be considered to be up to-date ones on
one hand and they may appear in all the fields of life on the other. At the same time
theories tracing the occurrence of the detrimental result back only to contingency arc
always in connection with the fact that he supporters of these theories do no
understand certain relations of causality "hidden" in the background.

The validity of this simplifying approach is to be challenged with the help o
dialectical materialism which agrccs--as it is known-with the dctcrminist theories
one should sometimes speak not only about chance or simple contingency but abou
'the simultaneous relation between necessity and contingency. Although the dialectica
relationship of the two phenomena shall be discussed later it is worth to mention here
that the place of a given phenomenon has a key-role in the chain of determination.

Gyorgy Lukacs has explained this as follows: "... if we speak only about the
first member of a given chain of determination it also could not be in this respect an
undetermined one, only a mere chance. II could be a contingent factor in which
different series may encounter." "Exact dialectics should be applied here in every case
which can deduce from the difference of genetical und other influential factors the
existing contingency, its degree, extent and nature for given typical cases."26

The points are explained by the following easy-to-understand example: if a brick
falls down from the roofto the head of a person by chance, the movement of the brick
is causally determined on the one hand certainly and perhaps, the movement and the
position of the person is determined, loo, on the other hand because he walks in this
direction every day. As it can beseen from the above thecontingency takes placewithin
the boundaries ofa given complexity, within the interrelation of the different elements
of a complex process. On the other hand we can also say that the contingency
originates from internal determinants since every species (in comparison to genus) and

HNgH. op. ci t. p. 126.
+' HwTiG, H . op. ci t. p. 128.
"° Luxis GY.: A irsadalmi l t ontologidjirol, I. kotet (On the onthology of social existence

Volume JI.) p. 177.
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very single organism (in comparison to species) has inherent contingent elements and
ctors.7

We should not ignore that determination as well as indetermination is partly an
_ bjec tive and part ly a subjective category. Their superficial contradiction (namely the

k{con tradiction ofthe objective determination and determinational field subjec tively rcvca l-
0 able) may be solved only on the basis of the dialec tica l method of thinking. The first step
c(of it has been pointed out by the above Lukacs-quotation (the acc ident is a result ofinner
[determinant series) the second has been emphasized by Alfred Renyi as follows: "An
e event does not become an accident due to the fact that we arc not able lo foresee exactly

ts course, but just the opposite: they can not be exactly anticipated just because they
are not unambigously determined from the point of view of the objective reality. "28

ifhe conditions taken into consideration do not exactly determine what would happen.
IT'hey allow the occurrence ofan event but its failing to come about as well. They always
determine however, the probability of the two possibilities. Sometimes we do exactly
now these values of probability in other occasions we do not have the faintest idea

about it. This statement, however, does not influence the_ substance of these
rocesses. 2•

As it has already been pointed out, there arc many who draw the conclusion that
incc accidental events may not be exactly anticipated some laxity and the method of
'talking only halfly meant words and using unmatured notions"30 may be allowed.

It should be emphasized that the same phenomenon may be considered as a
determined one on a spec ific level, however, it may become a mere chance on a more
general level. Lukacs has referred to the illness and death of Lenin as the example ofa
fact which was perfectly determined biologically, but it should be considered to be an
unpredictable acc ident from the point of view of the series of determination of the

ussian revolution. As a result of this contingency does not simply mean the
tJ:ombination ofdetermined and not determined factors generally: it is a consequence of
Fprocesses of different nature and influencing each other in the reality. According to

lukacs the illusion of the ontological homogeneity of reality has arisen from the fact
hat the heterogeneity ofthe reality is "hidden" by the experience that the interrelation
fheterogeneous beings does not always and inevitably create an acc ident and that the
ognition may discover regularities to a higher degree through the interdependence of

leterogeneus force s and conditions.
In support of his standpoint Lukacs has pointed out that it is the ontological

reliminary condition ofa statistica l regulari ty that individual events as events

@. " LuKAcs, Gv.: A ttirsadalmi ltt on10/6gitijartll, I. kotet (On the onthology of social existen<e ,
V olume 1.) pp. 264-265.
._ ~ " RtNYI A.: A valtlsziniL,igsztimitm ,lvi kirdbri a dialtkti/uumatrriali:mu., m,gviltixitmtiban (Some
;:ciuestions of probability theory with a view of dialectical material ism) Filozofiai Evkonyv, Budapes t,
iAkadmiai Kiad6, 1952. pp. 6397.
~ •• RtNYI, A.: u,•, J,k a valtlszinusigr6/ (Leners on probability) op. ci t. pp. 61--62.
j "Rte, A: uvrl,k a ,altl.tzinu.,igrol (Loit ers on probability) op. cit. p. 52.
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should not be deduced fully from the necessity ofexisting totalities. It is important
note here, however, that totality may not be synthesized only from the indivd
processes.'

For the sake of a better understanding ofour forthcoming points it is advisabl
to sum up shortly the problem of the single accidental event. As it is shown also by
designation the occurrence of these events may be observed only in one occasie
because the observation may not be repeated under the same conditions
circumstances."?

Studying the ethical aspects of contingency the attention should be drawn
particular to the work ofAgnes Heller. She deals with contingency in the course of
elaboration of the difference between the right and the ethical conduct. He who
"rightly" without the willing ofmorality could not be considered to be a moral ma
the more, since it is a mere contingency to act "rightly" only on the basis of impulses
conventions and nothing follows from it concerning the future acts emphasizes
author.>

Heller discussed the problem of contingency also while studying the relatie
between the act and its consequences. She argued that from the point of view
objectivity the estimation of the consequences has a primary role in the evaluation
the moral act. Afterwards, however, she puts up the following question herself: "On
wonders whether it is not a cruelty or an injustice? Is the judgment not cruel and inju!
which evaluates an act only from the point of view of its consequences and neal!'
ignores the possibly best and most human intentions of the actor? Since frequena
only the accidental conjunction ofcircumstances takes a turn for the worse or bettc
May one hold the man responsible for the unfavourable circumstances or the unluck
conjunction of conditions?"

The argumentation of Heller answering this question starts from the following:
somebody acts he should consider in advance the possibilities under which his acts
realized. Ifsomebody acts without the intention to estimate the possible conscquenc
of this act according to his abilities then he acts irresponsibly and should
responsibility for all the unforeseen tragical consequences.

As a result of this argumentation a man acting maliciously can not be exempte
from the moral denunciation even in case of the most favourable accidcn
consequences. From a historical point of view there arc countless people who
acting under good will, but failed, however, because of the lack ofanticipation of
consequences. It is obvious that in these cases while evaluating the acts ofan individu
one considers directly recognition, utilization of possibilities and successfulness
only indirectly the problem ofthe moral factor. This statement has been challenged

' LUKAS GY.: A tiradulm i let ontologidjirl Il. kt et (On the onthology of social existena
Volume 11.J p. 178.

Rt, MA: Levelek a raloszinusgrl (Lettcrs on probability) op. cit. p. 56.
"H>.u.u, A.: Portrh·ti:latok a: , tika tiirtrnl'ti!hii l (Some portrays from the history of clhic,

Bud.apes!, Gondola!, 1976. p. 24.
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#: .'f, Heller: uccordmg 10 her the real moral man is not only moral but clever, too. 34
It Considering that my point of view on this topic will be developed in details andt accounicd for later, here I only draw the attention to the fact that this opinion has been
iquoted by Laszlo Viski in agreement.""

· The attention has been drawn by Maria Rupp to the fact that people whose lives
are governed by chances consider themselves unlucky in a much greater proportion
than those who regard Iheir lives as being governed by predic1able evenls on their own
will. According to Merton the psychological function of faith in conlingency is the
lightening of the endurance of failures. These people make decisions slowlicr and
subject to anxious mcdi1a1ions. They make special elforts in order to pave the way of
accidence in manners not firstly with financial mcans.3•

The point of view concerning 1hc role of conlingcncy in !he unfavourable resuhs
of human acts is also strenglhened by the fact that such results happen rarely due to the
rare coincidence of different space and time factors. Since the coincidence of these
factors depends seemingly by contingency Ihere arc many who come to the conclusion
according lo which in such cases the consequences arc rather lhc rcsuhs of chances
than Ihose of the existing factors delermining lhc resull in advance. 37

The sociological approach to contingency is deserving allenlion too. From the
point of view of the individual lhe dilfcrenl degree of socialization may be considered
to be a conlingcncy. But what does it mean? Lei me show it through an example of
Hcnlig. This example refers to a pair of twins. One of them is a well-known and
successful experl, 1he other is a vagabond who was punished many times. When the
former was 16 years old a horse trampled on him and he was seriously injured. He was

l confincd to bed for nine weeks. became fat and sexually inactive, had no children,
however, he succeeded to adapt himself into ·society. His brother has not become fat, got
married twice and had children. Firs! lime he committcd a rape and it was a source of
serious conHicts in his whole life. For him it was a misfortune not to becomea victim of
an accident,38

2. On the relation between contingency and necessity

Lenin draws the attention to the fact that there are no "pure" events either in
nature or in society. This statement is based on the dialectical method of Marx who
emphasized that the notion of"purity"'would refer in practice to certain one-sidedness

HELLER, A.: A ,r.cind,'ktol akoveke:zmnyig (From intention to consequence) Budapest. Magvetci,
1970. pp. 177-178.

"Sec VISKI, L. op. cit. p. 229.
"· RUPP, M.: Kis&rlet a veletlen at&lesnek ps:ichologiai ri:sgilatira (An effort to the psychological

study of the empathy of accidency) Akademiai Kiado, Budapest, 1974. p. 67.
y »LEUUENE, W.: Grundlagen, Ergebnisse und Probleme der Geschwindigkeitsbegrenzung in Stras
s,·nverk,hr. Vortrux.treihe des "Heidelherger Studio.,·, Stuttgart, Kroner Verlag. 1961. pp. 171--172.

"HENTIG. H. op. cit. • 35.
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to the "partiability"'ofman due to theabsence oftheoverall and complex recogntue
of the subject."

Quoting Engels Alfred Renyi has emphasized that the dialectical materialism
not accept the strict counterposing of accidence and necessity. The necessity is
result of and enforces itself through the consequence of the series of accidences.

The relation between accidence and necessity has been grasped by Gyor
Lukacs in its complexity and in the same time in an expressive form. According to
standpoint the necessity is a circle and therefore it is complete and comprehensive.
accidence is a phenomenon within the necessity. Every necessity has accidental side
not one but more. Within the progress of reality and the realization of necessa11
processes the necessity is never present in a "ready" state but firstly it emerges in
fonn ofdifferent possibilities. Among such possibilities there are some which do
contain the necessity orcontain it only in a small degree. These possibilities tum out
be abstract possibilities in thecourseofthedevelopment within which the necessity
not be realized. The othergroup ofpossibilities contains more or less necessity. In
case thedetennining factoris not the innerdevelopment, but an outercondition (whic
can be considered outer and accidental from the point of view of the inne
development). This condition "decides" over the possibility which may come
being among other real possibilities. This means that in the moment ofthe realizatio1
ofthe necessity the event could not have happened in a different way as it happened
the practice. Among the many concrete possibilities to this moment just this and
the others realized due to the influence ofcertain accidences.

It is important to mention that there are some authors not having accepted
standpoint-very similarto that pointed out here-according to which the necessir
comes into being through the series of accidents (and vice versa). The reason of
rejection is theoversimplification ofthe reality. In thesecases "the necessity comes
being in its own kinds and its different kinds contain the suitable sorts ofaccidenc"
and vice versa.

A series ofcomplex and immense reasons is the most important determinant c!
the accidental events. These complex reasons may not be realized and recognized ➔
their depth in practice. These main reasons do not determine unambiguously tt
course of a given phenomenon since they allow more possibilities. Considering
above it should be pointed out that there is no possibility to anticipateexactly a cou~
ofan event on the basis ofthe main causes only.42 This means at thesame time
was told earlier-that accidents and necessary accidents are not "pure" incidents.
event may beaccidental in one level and may be necessary on theotherand vice versa.

Lenin Muvei; 21. kotet (Lenin. Works, Volume, 21.) Budapest, Szikra, 1951. p. 232.
RI A. A aloszinsgszimitds elvi kerdesei a dialektikus materiali:mus megviligitdsiban (Som»

questions of probability theory with a view or dialectical materialism) op. ci t.
•• FoooR J. op. cit.
• RY, op. cit.
+» See Foooa, J. op. cit.
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These thoughts are in close relations with the causality which has a central role
- either in natural or in social sciences, including criminal law and criminology, as well.

In the courseof the development of philosophy causality has frequently changed
in its contents. It is sufficient to sum up here shortly the most recent developments. The
attention has been drawn by Gyorgy Lukacs to the fact that following the period of
Hegel the bourgeous philosophy law of, in particular Schopenhauer, has created a
theoretical dominance of causality. As a result of this certain fetishism has developed.
In oneend of the spectrum the notion of causality has been interpreted as a mechanical
and fatalist process and in the other some philosophers have rejected the notion of
causality and emphasized the irrational aspects of necessity. In both cases the picture
of objective reality has become disfigured as pointed out by Lukacs. As for the first
concept it has destroyed every bounds that are between contingency (accident) and
necessity. From a theoretical point of view if we accept this notion every accidental
event could be considered to bedetermined by causality. In the second case through the
rejection or the questioning of determination each rational connection between the
facts has been challenged."

There is a general axiom concerning causality: the factors influencing a
phenomenon would determine together its course of development and the same results
are always created by the same cause. It is important to know, however, that for those
accepting the theory of causality it is necessary to accept another axiom, too, according
to which the accidental events have a determined, a so-called "objective" probabilitiy.
This axiom is a more exact and comprehensive formulation of our former guideline.••

Gyorgy Lukacs - quoting Nicolai Hartmann has drawn our attention to the
faulty idea which always attributes also reason to causality. Thereare many too of the
opinion according to which everything happening with us has undoubtedly a reason.
Remaining still within the everyday reality and spontaneity this means an intellectual
effort to eliminate contingency from the objective reality - adds Lukacs. The
everyday man considers the accident as an unpredictable and thus a disturbing factor
of his life. This view may have two consequences. Oneconcerns the recognition of the
causal necessities of contingency, namely the dialectics of contingency and necessity.
This problem may practically be sol\·:d only with a more flexible and a better
elaboration of individual and collective plans. The ground of the- as emphasized by
Hartmann- of the "aversion" of everyday thinking to accident. The followers of this
conception can not say no to accident because it is a fact. However, this fact has been
interpreted and considered as a predicted thing behind which a will operates superior
to the human being. We may be within this process a witness of"transformation" of
everyday world view into religious persuasion.••

" LuKicsGY: A: es:etikum sajitossiga, I. kotet (The Particularity of aesthetics Volume I. op. cit.)
p. 704.
' RNYI, A.: Levelek a valos:insegrol (Letters on probability) op. cit. pp. 6061.
"° LUKACS, GY.: A: es:eikum sajitossiga. H. kotet (Thc Particularity ofaesthetics. Volume I.) op.

cit . p. 724.
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The attention has been drawn by Judit Fodor to the fact that the usual definitions
of contingency would necessarily bring into connection this phenomenon with
irrelevance, inconscquence and eventuality. As a result of this necessity has been
correlated with essentiality, substantiality and unconditionality.•'

Whal is then the essential difference between accident and necessity? Th
difference has been explained in the most plastical manner by Renyi", according to
whom the effect of the necessary cause may be anticipated after a well-grounded
analysis and recognition of the subjects, incidents and relations of the objective realit
while the effect of the accidental cause may not be anticipated or can only be made
plausible. Themost important characteristics of probability as well as stochastical laws
is that they arc valid only to the relation of general phenomena and not to that of the
individual events.

A similar standpoint has been expressed by Cereteli, according to whom the
degree of probability may sometimes be expressed in a mathematical way. It is also
possible in the case ofa repeatedly occurring general phenomenon. However, it can
hardly be imagined to evaluate the percentage of the possibility of individual events
expressing different stages of development which are more complex. Therefore ii is not
expedient to give a numerical or percenlal criterion for the definition of danger.+°

It seems lo be important lo emphasize here that the necessity and thecontingency
is always only one however, sometimes the mos! important component of a given
process or its tendency. Should weconsider a process OJ a tendency lo be dominant the
necessity and the contingency preserve their difference. Should this process or
tendency be considered lo be irreversible (one of the main determining factors of ii is
the contingency itself which has developed from the heterogeneity of the mutual
factors) one or the other factor may be "fitted" in a tendency which has developed
from elements being in connection with each other on an accidental basis. so

As it was pointed out by Lukacs, with thedevelopment of morecomplex forms or
existence thereare frequent "crossings" within which tendencies from thepoint of view
of result have"closed" causality (namely it could be regarded as necessity in a broader
sense), their "crossings", however, should be considered only an accident. As an
example we should investigate the case of the brick falling down from the roof to a
pedestrian. The falling down in itself is "necessary"", as well as, the movement of a
pedestrian. However, the result of the "crossing" oftwo necessities is a merechance. It
should be emphasized that such occurrences may frequently be observed in nature and
they become moreand more frequent with the development of morecomplex forms or
existence.

+7 Foo, J. op. ci t.
•• His work published in 1952 has been quoted by Rupp: op. ci t. p. 8 .
" Hun1+I, T. B.: [[eauxmuco3danuonacnocmu, Coeemcxoeocydupcmo u npaao, 8/1970. crp.

5664. (Cereteli, T, V.: Dclicls of crcaring danger)
° LUKAS, GY.: A drudalml Ht ontologiijdrdl, HI. kdet (On the onthology of social existence,

Volume 11.J op. ci t. p. 17S.
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Let me remind the fact that many institutions deal with the role of contingency.
They are controlled analysed and classified. Their purpose is to utilize the favourable
and to avoid the unfavourable trends. The traffic regulations arc good example to the
above."

3. Contingency and probability

6° Acta Jurnldica Academiae Skentlarum Hungariae, 26, 1984

'' LUKACS, G¥.: A tirsadalmi let ontologiijirdl, Ill. kotet (On the onthology of social existence,
Volume Ill.) op. ci t. pp. 177-178.
' Its summary scc KitT.: Bunteitelet au jog hatarin (Criminal sentence in the verge of law)

(Kzgazd. es Jogi Konyvkiado) Budapest, 1972. pp. 225-234.
" Hdrsing. L. op. cit.

It may make one think that while the role of contingency and that of its
counterpart, necessity has been analysed and elaborated in depth, the role of phases of
transition between them (possibility, probability) has not been elaborated in due
measure. It is understandable, however, that the function of the probability has been
studied in the most complex way by matemathicians."?

The possibility is the first station in the way of logics between contingency and
probability. Laszlo Harsing53 approached the problem from the point of view that the
visible form of the substance would generate from its main characteristics, the
movement. This can be considered to be-as its essence- achange. "The changemay
be regarded as a transition from possibility lo reality and the development of new
possibilities on the ground of reality. This dialectical contradiction may be interpreted
as follows: every occurrence would have certain (real) characteristics in a given
moment, these realized characteristics however, permit the manifestation of new
characteristics in the future." The possibility has always developed on the ground of
the reality - emphasizes the author. First of all the inner characteristics of a subject
belong to the basis ofa given possibility, but many times the outer factors (conditions)
have an important role here too.

Wespeak about two aspects of possibility. Its qualitativecharacteristics render a
ground to thedevelopment of new properties on the basis of the realized attributes and
the given conditions. The quantitative aspect means the degree of the sound
foundations of the possibility. The extent of the sound foundations of the possibility.
The extent of the sound foundations is varying (increasing or decreasing) and
according to it "it represents the proximity of possibility as the qualitative
characteristics of an occurrence to reality and necessity. This quantitativedefinition of
possibility has been called probability in the general sense of the word".

The attention should be drawn to the fact that probabilities may be described
with the help of certain mathematical formulae which arc called abstract probability
calculi. This method abstracts every element of contents of the variables and
determines the formal relations between them. Dealing with the computing of
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probability this point of view has been expressed by Alfred Renyi. 54The task of this
theory is to study the transition of contigency to necessity, the process within which the
rules of nature develop from thousand million accidental events. The theory
probability has revealed in certain degree the process within which the objective rules
of society have developed from accidencies en masse.

The dialectical connentions between contingency, probability and necessity arc
well illustrated by the following definition: "our world is under the dominance of
contingency, but however, that is the reason of the existence of order and law both
developing from the mass of accidental events in accordance with probability.""'

The substance of probability has been exemplified by a standpoint according to
which the probability of such an event the occurrence of which may not be sure, but
also may not be considered to be impossible- in other words theoccurrence of which
depends on contigency may be expressed numerically between zero and one. The
probability level of thoseevents which arecalled probable in everyday languagewill be
close to one (the probability of absolute certainly) and that of those which are called
improbable in everyday language will be close to O (the "probability" of impossible
events), "6

To elaborate exactly the mutual connection between contingency and proba
bility seems to be very important. The starting point of the mathematician is that the
probability may be considered to be a fixed pointaround which the relative frequency
would fluctuate on an irregular and unpredictable manner, depending on contingency
These occurrences would slightly differ from the probability value. The probability of
an accidental event is an exactly determined numerical value (we do not know this
value exactly sometimes, however) which docs not depend on accidcncy. The
frequency of the same accidental event, however, does depend on accidency. Its exact
value can not be foreseen. This value may be determined only with the help of
observations. With full knowledge of this value we may draw conclusions to
probability with more or less accuracy. Thegreater number of measures is carried out
the more exact approximation may be reached lo the real probability value."

It is important to point out that every probability is a conditional value. The
number of the real occurrences of an event is related approximatively to the number of
everyoccurrence possibility like the probability to one, namely, the probability of the
absolute certainty. If theconditions are known and do not change it is not necessary to
take them into account.,"%

REN I, A.: A uloszinags:amitas eli kerdesei a dialektikus materiali:mus megiligitisihan
(Some questionsof probabili ty theory with a view of dialectical materialism) op. cit., .

" Rev, A. Levetck a valor:inusgrol. (Letters on probability) op. cit . p. 73.
., Rf.1<Y1, A. l,,,t/rk a ru/6.rzm,m'xro/. (Lcllcrs on probability) op. cit. p. 23.
,. RtNYI, A.: L,,,/,k a ,u/6,zinu.,rxro/. (Lcllcrs on probability) op. cit. p. 37--38.
RENY, A. Levelek a ulszinseprdl (Letters on probability) op. cit. pp. 40. and 45.
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4. Probability and necessity

Should the necessity be considered to be the synonym offull determination then
the laterwould mean the "marginal case of be principle ofobjectivity of probabilities",
which could be considered lo be an ideal marginal case which may never fully, occur in
reality but only approximatively. The reason of this is that all the circumstances
influencing an occurrence ofa given event may never be taken into account with full
accuracy."°

The standpoint of the mathematician is in full conformity with that of the
marxist philosopher's. Gyorgy Lukacs - pointing out that existence is a series ofsuch
infinite, continuous, interdependent and progressive trends which are heterogeneous
and realize in concrete and irreversible processes which are in their part, as well as,
relative totalities, has emphasized that these processes may be expressed only with the
help of statistical methods. As a consequence of this the result of these processes may
be predicted with more or less statistical plausibility depending on the circumstances.
From the point ofview ofhuman activity (including science and technics) this means
that the great probability of the occurrence of a given process is considered to be a
necessity. This does nor lead to failure in practice since the divergences from the
expected or determined value are not important from the point of view of practice.
Everything which is usually called a necessity is the most general form of the
occurrence of such a concrete process. 60

III. The legal evaluation of accidence

From the point of view of our subject the above argumentation against a
practical interest when we are lo make a judgment either in a psychological, moral
or legal sense. In connection with this it is worth mentioning that fundamental changes
occurred in this area during the last centuries or millennia. Considering the fact that I
was dealing in details with these questions earlier' here I would sum up shortly only
those standpoints which have not been studied yet. Summer62 has stated that
according to the practice of the Khabyl tribe if a man killed somebody by accident it
would involve a revenge even if the victim was guilty or the commitment of another
crime was prevented by this murder.

+° REN, A. Levelek a valiszinis&gr6l (Letters on probability) op. cit. pp. 6263.
LuKicS, GY.: A tarsadalmi lit ontologiijirol, Ill. kotet (On the onthology of social existence

Volume Ill.) op. cit pp. 172-173.
• lRx, F: Ni:eek a buntetojogi pondatlansigral (Some views on criminal negligence) in:

Criminological and Criminalistical Studies, Volume JozsefGdony, Budapest, Kozgazd. es Jogi Konyv
kiado, t980. pp. 255-300.

oz HANOTIAU, A. LElllURNEAUX, A.: La Kabylie. Paris, 1893. II has been quoted by Sumner.
Folkways. A study of the sociological importance ofusages, manners, cus toms, mores and morals. Budapest,
Gondolat, 1978. p. 753.
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Among the ancient philosophers Aristotle was dealing with the connection
between legal and moral estimation himself. He pointed out that if the damage realized
under unpredictable circumstances we may talk about distress or misfortune. If the
occurrence of the event may be predicted but it happened without a "mental
viciousness" we may talk about a mistake. As an example: one makes a mistake if the
causeof theevent is within his personality. Wemay talk about amisfortune if thecause
is outside the personality of the individual. 63

Thechange in the practical evaluation estimation (which has becomemore strict)
has been exemplified by Summer who refers to the opening ceremony of the Brooklyn
Bridge when many people were trampled to death. As he pointed out, some centuries
ago or in the ancient times one would have interpreted this accident simply as the
obvious manifestation of the punishment of celestial powers. He has drawn the
attention to the fact that the whole area of the accidental events is included into the
field of general dogmas since fundamental principles are related to certain categories of
events. The application of these fundamental principles is influenced by folk-ways
which are in a close correlation with accidental events.64 I think, however, that the
further investigation of these problems would be beyond the scope of this study. It
would be advisable to turn our attention to the legal problems in a narrow sense.

In the fields of the science of criminal law we meet among others the
necessity of passing a decision or a judgment on the process ranging from accidency
through possibility and probability to necessity:

I. While passing a human decision. Those questions having been dealt with
either criminal. or criminal proceedings law are included there like the ideas of an
active human being concerning the deleterious effects of his activity or thedegree of the
danger to society, the relations of an act and it result. The elements of probability are
featuring wilful as well as negligent criminal acts.

2. Makes general or particular. The legislator decisions only with consideration
to the above problems. The attention has been drawn by Jeno Pinter that the legislator
hasqualified the acts as common crimes or minor offenses according to the probability
of the deleterious effects of a given act.'He has pointed out that the "index of mass
occurrences would indicate the frequency of the transformation of a given attitude to a
concretegrievance. If the transition probability valueof a given human attitude under
this consideration is high it would generally express a near and real possibility of
injury." In connection with the above only those altitudes are included within the
scope of criminal law which endanger the legally protected values in such a degree that

"· AusTOTE: Nikomakhoszl etika (Ethics of Nikomakhos) Gyoma. Kner, 1971. p. 138.
SUE: op. cit.

·' Pr. J: A veszilyfogalmaesjelentos¢ge abuntetojogban (The notion and importance ofdanger
in criminal law). Kozgazd. es Jogi Konyvkiado, Budapest, 1965. p, 55,

PNr, J. A eszelyfogalma esJelentosge abuntetojogban (The notion and importance ofdanger
in criminal law) op. cit. p, 57,
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measures taken by other breaches of law can not render due protection against acts
which may result serious danger 10 the socie1y.•'

3. From the point of view of a proper decision-making the situation is the most
complex and difficult within the scope of the application of law. Here the notion
elaborated on the basis of the aspect under point 2. should be applied in the circle of
and to individuals indicated under point I. Considering the criminal proceedings, our
subject in a narrow sense, theproblem should twice be estimated from thepoint of view
of probability. The first time when somebody commits the act and the second time
when we elaborate our standpoint thereof.

In his work referred earlier Tibor Kiraly has discussed in details theconnections
between probability and certainty (which is essentially the same as the notion of
"necessity" from the point of view of philosophy) in the criminal proceedings, in the
course of the passing of a sentence. It is hard to add anything to this work. His ideas
concerning the aspects of certainty are undoubtedly wise pedagogically and from the
aspect of legal policy measures, but however, they might be challenged from a
"professional" point of view. I think, too, that a decision should be "dressed" in the
guise of certainty. It is particularly desirable from the point of view of the notion of
special, and especially of general prevention. It is correct "outwards" that the role of
probability is the most important in the course of presenting evidence during the
proceedings. This type of probability could be considered to be a probability, only
numerically, but practically it means certainty.•• We can fully accept the statement
according to which "there is an agreement in the theory and practiceof the socialist law
that the guiltiness of the accused can not be established on the basis of probability
only."•• If the guiltiness has been established on a high level of probability in the
course of the criminal proceedings then it can practically be considered as certainty.
The ground of this argumentation is the practical consideration, because otherwise,
only a relative small group of people could be punished since there is always a knot in
the labyrinthian net of proofs which may not be untied. This statement is correct from
the point of view of the legal policy, otherwise the criminal proceedings could not be
able to perform the twofold task indicated earlier. "In an optimal case the maximal
probability is included in a sentence which may be produced by the man"70 - this
statement is true since the inner certainty does not mean the objective certainty. The
judge should not pass his sentence in the state of probability, but he should clarify the
truth with the available means (the italics are mine: F.I.)this expectation is very
rightful.7' However, the great number of the commuted sentences confirmed us,

47 PrR, J.: A verilyJogalmaesjelentos¢ge abiintetojogban (The notion and importance ofdanger
in criminal law) op. cit.

"" KIRiY, T.: Bunte&it&let a jog hatdrdn (Criminal sentence in the verge of law) op. cit. p. 261.
" KniLY, T. Bintetoit&let a jog hatirin (Criminal sentence in the verge of law) op. cit. p. 225.
70 This point ofview has beenquoted by Kiraly, T. Buntetoitelet ajog hatirin (Criminal sentence in

the verge or law) op. cit. pp. 256-257.
7' Km{LY, T. : Buntet6it&let ajog hatdrin (Criminal sentence in the verge of law) op. cit. p, 279.
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that objective and subjective certainly are not always in harmony,
that the subjective certainty is indeed subjective, and is sometimes contrasted

with objective certainty.
The degree or the discrepancy between the subjective decision and objective

certainly can not bemeasured or even estimated. Jr there arc no appeals or protests this
problem simply could not come lo the front.

I think the situation is somewhat disturbing. In the course of the criminal
procedure (not only in the phase of passing the sentence but also in each decision
making phase ranging from the local inquiry through the hearing or the witnesses lo
theelaboration or expertise) the decisions shall sustain theobjectivecertainty only with
a more or less probability.

The situation is more complex ir we analyze the scope of the criminal acts
committed by negligence. Whit some rough simplification we may say that in the case
or the international acts we should prove only the "occurrence" of the criminal act
while within the scope of negligence we have· to (or ought to) decide some further
uncertain questions as well, namely, whether the individual should have acted
otherwise then he did or whether he did have any possibility lo do so or he did not.

I think this is the most problematical aspect or the criminal sentence-making
process, within the fields oftechnical negligence, at least. However, this aspect has been
studied the least. We are inclined lo accept as an axiom that the rules of law (criminal
law) can always be kepi and ii should never occur that the prohibitions are broken
under the pressure of necessity.

Here I can only refer to the fact that some Hungarian and other socialist
countries' scientist dealing with problems of social differentiation (particularly those
dealing 'with legal consciousness, strata norms or sub-cultures) have strongly
challengedand not only within the framework or negligent crimes the constant
interpretation and application of the old and formal principle or equality before the
law even if they do not refuse its value. With common consideration of aspects of
special and general prevention of crime there will be strong discussion in the future,
too, between the followers of the punishment theory proportional to personality of the
offender and the punishment theory proportional to the act (result). This discussion
between the followers or the above theories grows acrimonious in the future all the
more since recent researches- on the ground of Marxist philosophical and human
standpoint make more and more groundless particularly within the field of
crimes by ncg1igence-the view which considers only the result. Today this view is still
almost exclusive. The technical negligent acts are the most sophisticated area in this
respect. In order lo reconcile our legal practice with the sciences (of criminology,
sociology, psychology and pedagogy) it is necessary to alter the view oflegislation and
the application of law.

4ca Jurldica Arademla Scientiarum Hungartca,26, 19g4
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Hoa/Iouucc 6Onu€To Hcocop0Kur IupcTyel, nexyt 3u cooii uc6naro
1lpH!i1TllblC YI0.'IOBIIOllpaBOBlJC IIOC.:ICllCTBltll, IIOCHT 11a cc6cBCC xapaKTCpllblC 'ICpTbl IICC'IUCTlll,IX cny'laca
(11a TpallCIIO(')lC. IIJX)H18011CTBC H nm,toii). 8 'l:IC-UIOC"TH, H TO, '11'0CDJl')I, MClti:JlY Jll*Kl'OM 8 11oscnc11111t 11
BpcIMcIO pcynTaTo ccrpI epT,oarouxcs or yMuucmt npccytenwi. Ipotckc
ll(lll'tHIIIIOH CBJl')H paano ICaK H llpH ycru1101:1c111111 'ICJIOBC'ICCKOil OTDl'Cl8CIIIIOCTII llH TO'tl(JI lJ')CIIHJI
J.IOJl».'.lll.l 6blrb Y'tl"Clll J 8 IIOIWIUCIIIIOii CICIICIIH. 110 cr1aa11c111110 c'1111c·10K11tcfi llf'lillClOKOH. 8 llpontBIIOM
cny'taC 1apa11cc HCICJIIO'ICIIO TO. •no6LJ catrKIUUIM IIOJlBCpnmci. TOJll,t.O ,·c. IIODCJICIUIC Koropwx XOJ'IOIIIO
O1I€HMO O Ocus 6otuuiucrs a. Ociuonuoi 3auatc nncrca 1o , wro pa#Top , Bnouttcc
cny11aH11b1MH Kali: C TO'IKH 1J>CIIHII MBJICIIHJI rJK II flC'J)'Jll,THTa• .aom«llbl 6wTL XOJ'IOUIO OT.UCnllMl,IMII OT
11co6XOJUIMt.lX cl>aKTOp08. 3To MO>KCr COC'TattJIRTb ocuoay llJIN 101'0, '1To6bl mt'IIIOCTJ. IIC IICCJIU
OTBCCT BCIIIIOCTb 'la CJ1y'iali11wc C cc ll01Hl\HH~1r1opto1 It IIOCJ ICJlCT BHlll , IIC IIOMUIOlUIICC JI l."C BJIIIRJl)tto. 06
910M IODOpMICR B poi aCT CTuT.

Ouc11Ka llCRTCJlbllOC'TH 11pc.acr.1e111cncil \.'CTCCTDClllll.olX II o6utCCT BC llllblX IIU)'K (c oco6blM )''ICTOM
MaTCMal HICOB, ¢,HJIOC04loa) n.cnaCT BO'lMO)KllblM, '1To6w - HMCR B BltJlH II COBCJ'IIUCIIHC npccrynncnHR-
IO'IIIOM)' Oll()CJI.CJICIIHIO H 8CCCTOJ'IOIIIICii OUCIIKC IIOJIJlaBa.JIIICh 11aa JCOIIC'tlllJX nyuna. a HMCIIIIO -

CJl)''tam,ocn. H 11eo6xoD.HMOCl'l., a TaKltCC TCCIIUJI C!lll11, MC)ICJU1 IIHMH, 11J'IONBJ1 RIOWUJICM B pu1nH'llll>IX
C' ICIJCIIIIX BCf'IOIIJII OC' l'H. 3ro paCCMaTJ'IHBae,u 80 a·1opoii 'IUCTH.

rlo111a11m,1c llll)'JCOH 'JUKOIIOMCJ'IIIOCT H IIC HIHCl'pltpoBanHCl, IIH U ·reopHIO IIH 8 llpaKTltK)' npaou,
11p11111a111101 0 llf)C ICf)ilTHT I. IICOC TOpO>KIIOC IIOBCltCIIHe. PMJ.t cf>aKTOB 11eOIIJ)CJlCJICIIIIOCTH CT .I DRT IIOll eo11poc,

IO IC6JIaIOIpHc yIO0Hon1pa0LC HIOCnCIICria cCTrCnno u/Mat0TC9 J Ha JIH,
RBJIJIIOIUHXCR ti BblCOKOH C'TCllellH OTIUC11J,1MH JUlJI o6wccraa. '3ro 111y-caCTc,i B TpcTl .cR 'laCT H CTHTMI.

Accidentalite probabilite
necessite ineluctable - negligence

F. IRK

La grandc majorite des dCliis commis par nCgligcncc menaces de conSCQuenccs nCgalivcs du droit
penal, portent sur eux tous lcs trailS caractCristiqucs des accidents (de circulation, d'entrepriscs. de mCnagc
etc.) Notamment le trait que le rapport cntrc la fautc de comporlcmcnt cl le rCsultat nCfastc qu'cllc entraine
monlre de nombreuscs caractCristiqucs diffCrentcs de cc Iles des dClits d'intcnlion. Lors de l'apprL-ciation des
rapports de cause a efet, commc au moment de la constatation de la rcsponsabilitC humainc, c.cs points de
vue doivcnt Ctrc pris en considC:ration dans unc mcsurc accrue. par rar,port a la pratiquc actucllc. Dans le cas
contrairc. ii est cxclu d'avancc quc la sanction nc fr.1ppc qucccux donl le comporlcmcnt est facile a isolcr de
cclui de la majoritC:. C'cst unc tichc fondamcntalc que 1cs factcurs accidcntcls soicnt facilcmenl si:parables
des factcurs inCluclablemcnt ncccs.saircs. Ccci crCC la base de cc qu'au cours de la pratiquc judiciaire
l'individu ne soil pas obligC d'assumer la rcsponsabilitC de faclcurs qu'il ne pcul pas influencer, done de
factcurs ou de conSCquenccs qui sont - vus de sa position - accidcntcls. Voici cc quc resume la prcmiCre
panic.

L ·evaluation de ractivitC des sciences cxactcs et socialcs (en premier lieu de ccllc des mathCmaticicns
ct des philosophcs) pcrmct de dC1crmincr cl d'apprC:Cier muhila1Cralemcnt - d·unc maniCrc cxactc aussi du
point de vuc du dClit - lcs dcux points finals lcs plus en vuc: l'accidcntalitC ct la nCCCSsitC inCluctablc. ainsi
quc rctroitcssc de !curs rappons. pcrcipiablc aux divers dcgres de la probabilitc. Voici ce qui est tr, itc par la
dcuxiCmc r,anic.

Les lois rcconnucs par la science ne scson I pas integrsni dans la thCoric, ni dans la pratique du droit
qui est appcl a rcpousscr le compo_nemcnl nCgligcnt. De nombrcux faclcurs d·inccrtitudc remetlcnt en
question si cc sont vraicment lcs individus fortcment dangcrcux pour la sociCtC qui soot frappes par lcs
sanctions du droit penal. C'eSI le sujct de la troisimc partic.
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